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Freedom that evolves workplaces to the next level.
Size. Material. Color. What combination of these three best suits your workplace?

The Salotto Workbench & Panel System is the solution to the issue facing workplaces

around the world today – their ever-growing complexity. This system grants you the ability to

create a space that is tailor-made with freedom and flexibility.

And the spaces that you can create are limitless. The Salotto Workbench & Panel System is

the latest and perfect answer to drawing out the maximum potential from office workers.

This system will change the way that people work.



The color and height of panels change 

the space of creative work.

New points of view and imagination are constantly demanded of workers

in the creative industries. To accomplish their feats, they require a space that 

offers the right amount of privacy and opportunity for communication.

Using partitioning with vivid panels and cabinet storage,

this system maintains a sense of privacy while inspiring creativity.
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A circular worktop provides efficiency and speed 

when collaborating or working individually.

A space that is monotone throughout is optimal for focusing one's concentration.

This system suits workplaces that involve real-time trading or multi-tasking.

Create an effective space with a sense of unity when collaborating by using

the circular worktop.  Increase storage by combining with rolling cabinets and shelves.
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Surround executives with a wood grain desk.

Increase tranquility, prestige, and functionality.

Giving instructions. Making decisions. Meeting clients.

The tasks of executives range far and wide.

Executives require a workspace layout that is neatly organized and highly functional.

The combination of wood grain worktops and panels with dark gray legs

exemplifies the dignity, confidence, and status fitting to executives.
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Think freely. Discuss freely.

A detailed design increases the quality of meetings.

By customizing the size of the worktop of workbenches,

you can utilize them as a meeting table. Smooth communication of

the people is facilitated by adding the slanted legs.

Connections for IT devices for web conferencing and other purposes are

simple to make. This design contains the ability to bring about

active discussions even in simple spaces.
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Customize worktops to fit a large space.

This system can be tailor-made to blend design and function.

Presentations to board members require a sense of decorum

and unity of its participants. The worktops of this system have been substantially 

elongated and, when set together, offer the look of a single slab of wood.

With center support cable tower legs that also serve as cable management ducts, 

there is ample access for computers, projectors, and other OA devices.
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You can freely choose the material, 
color, and shape of panels. 
Accessories that can be installed 
to match your needs improve 
the functionality of desks and 
raise output accuracy.
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Details Worktop installation. Leg design. Cable units.

The wide variation of options enhances the beauty and usability of desks. 

PL  WORKBENCH

Structure

Keyboard tray with mouse pad Accessory panel bracket  with trays Paper tray

Pencil tray Slanted sorterCD / Memo holder

Hanging magnetic white boardDouble layer name plate

Cable tray with steel cover plate Wire basket

Floating Top

Closed Top

Cable tray

Closed Top

Wooden flip-top Aluminium flipped grommet Plastic flipped grommet Metal alloy grommet

Vertical cable riser Free standing cable riserCable tower Single layer name plate

Cable management Accessories

ST  WORKBENCH

Structure
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Workbench &
System desk

Select from a rich selection of materials for worktops and legs. Workbenches can be arranged

in variable combinations of  L-shapes, U-shapes, 120-degree shapes, and other combinations.

Panel &
Storage

Panels with adjustable heights can be erected in front and next to workers.  A sense of privacy can be created,

storage capability can be ensured, or other configurations can be made to match your purposes.
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Walnut veneer panel

Desktop cabinet

Pinboard & fabric panel

Special worktop shape

Detachable panel

Without panel

Sharing frame leg

Magnetic cushion &
special panel

Magnetic white board &
fabric panel

Hanging side cabinet

Light panel

Frosted glass & 
accessory rail panel

Tailor-made A workplace is a place in which various occupations with unique working styles coexist.

Tailor-made products that can be expanded adapt to any kind of working style to bring out

an office worker's maximum potential.
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